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Abstract
MongoDB is popular NoSQL DBMS that shares some common mechanisms with traditional RDBMS.
Thus some techniques from RDBMS can also be used in MongoDB. This paper evaluates and analyzes
the IO pattern of MongoDB using YCSB benchmark and blktrace. There is a chance to apply multistreamed SSD in MongoDB due to block allocation mechanism inside WiredTiger storage engine.

1. Introduction
MongoDB is document store NoSQL DBMS that
shares some core features with traditional RDBMS e.g.
transaction processing, multi-version concurrency
control. With WiredTiger as storage engine, MongoDB
become a high performance, scalable NoSQL that
support both row-oriented storage and columnoriented storage.
Typically, NoSQL DBMS prefers BASE [1]
properties
(Basic
availability,
Soft-state,
and
Eventually consistent) than ACID (Atomic, Consistency,
Isolation, and Durability). However, MongoDB ensure
ACID at document granularity level with adapting of
WiredTiger storage engine [2] . Read committed
isolation level is used as default, for ensuring atomicity
and durability, WiredTiger use write-ahead log
approach (WAL) that write the log records on
persistent device before flush the data pages.
Low-level SSD’s Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
does not aware of information in application layer. In
other words, FTL works in same manner regardless of
hot pages or cold pages are used. Thus, hot pages
and cold pages may locate in the same physical block
that is not good for the sake of low level SSD
performance due to garbage collection (GC)
mechanism. If an application can distinguish hot
pages and cold pages in the user space, by adapting
multi-streamed SSD technique [3] , one can
separately write hot pages and cold pages in different
physical blocks.
In this paper, we experiment MongoDB with YCSB
to understand the IO pattern, especially write pattern.
Due to space management mechanism internally
inside WiredTiger storage engine, the result shows that
there is asymmetric in number of page writes based on
block address that can aid to distinguish hot pages
and cold pages. Thus there is an opportunity to adapt
multi-streamed SSD in MongoDB.

2. Background
2.1. Multi-streamed SSD technique
Originally, FTL does not aware of hot pages and
cold pages in user space and treat them similar, that
hot pages and cold pages may locate in the same
block. Because hot pages have more access
frequency than cold pages, when that block become a
victim for garbage collection, FTL need to copy cold
pages in new block before erase the old block. That
not only leads to increasing overhead for GC process
but also effect wear-leveling of flash memory. The
main idea of multi-streamed SSD[3] is provide
different stream-id for each page write system call
from user space that help distingue page written
based on their own characteristic e.g. hot and cold.
The result is hot pages and cold pages locate in
different blocks, that lead to two advances: 1) erase
hot page blocks are less expensive due to copying
cold pages are eliminated, and 2) number of erasing
operations are reduced that decrease wear-leveling of
flash memory.
2.2. Block allocation mechanism in WiredTiger
For a shake of efficiently space management,
WiredTiger use three kinds of extend list named avail,
alloc, and discard for keeping metadata of
available blocks, allocated blocks and discard blocks
accordingly. Extend list is implemented as skip-list
data structure that include of extends, each extend
store metadata for a data block i.e. block offset and
size on the physical storage device.
Whenever a write request comes from the client, the
update changes are generated as dirty pages. Those
pages are written to persistent device during eviction
time or checkpoint time. In such cases, the system
need to find the available block on disk that can fit the
dirty pages. WiredTiger using two approaches to
searching for a fit block: 1) first-fit i.e. fitted by
offset, that start searching from the beginning of

underlying file until find the first block that can fit, and
2) best-fit i.e. fitted by size, that start searching in
size skip-list until find the block that can fit.
Technically, each checkpoint in the current
transaction kept three extend lists to keep the block
management updated. As showed in Figure 1, those
metadata is flush to persistent device at checkpoint
time and fetching back to D-RAM for the next
checkpoint. WiredTiger only need two checkpoints to
ensure the durability of the system, the live checkpoint
in D-RAM is kept changes in current transaction and
the previous checkpoint that usually on disk. At the
checkpoint time, the previous checkpoint is fetch from
disk to D-RAM then merge with live checkpoint as
showed in Figure 1a. After the merging is finished, the
previous checkpoint in D-RAM will be release and the
live checkpoint is written to disk as demonstrated in
Figure 1b, merging previous checkpoint can cause
some pages become invalid and can be re-used i.e.
overwritten for the next checkpoint.

Figure 1 Re-using pages in WiredTiger

3. Evaluation
3.1. Experiment setup
The experiment is setup by running YCSB 0.5 [3] as
the client request on top of MongoDB 3.2 with
WiredTiger as storage engine. We use YCSB
workloada with some modifies that all update requests
are used. For evaluation concurrency processing, we
set number of threads in YCSB is 40 and using 30
millions of documents and update operations. All
configuration on WiredTiger is kept as default. We use
Linux kernel 3.19.0 with Ubuntu 14.04.01 distribution.
We use XFS file-system and set optimized
configuration follow the official recommendation from
MongoDB. Experiment is run on a commodity machine
with a 48 cores Intel Xeon 2.20GHz processor, 32GB

D-RAM with Samsung SSD 850 Pro as the storage
device.
Blktrace is used for analysis IO pattern at block level.
Due to blktrace does not have knowledge in higher
level layer of the DBMS, we modify original MongoDB
source code to trace some necessary statistic
information in file-system level e.g. page type, or
allocation approach using in WiredTiger storage
engine.
3.2. Results
For understanding the internal IO pattern, we
modified the MongoDB source code to get more
information e.g. which type of pages are written
(internal page, leaf page, root page) and which
allocation approach are used (i.e. first-fit or best-fit)
and how frequency a page is written in a specific
block offset on physical storage device.
Table 1 Amount of data written
Amount of data Fraction
written (MB)
(%)
Collection
286,749
88.64
Index
0
0
Journal
36,719
11.35
Others
12
0.003
We only interested in write requests, as described in
Table 1, almost data written to underlying storage
device is come from collection. Because we use all
update workload, there is no write in index pages,
journal writes has small fraction 11.35% and contribute
less the overall system’s performance.
Further analysis inside the collection pages, there is
more than 99 percentages of collection pages written
to storage device is leaf pages that almost cause by
eviction dirty pages during the benchmark. The internal
pages, root pages and other pages are written to disk
mainly when checkpoint is called. Those phenomenon
can be explained as the number of leaf pages are
majority larger and the LRU replacement policy is used
in buffer manager, internal pages and root pages are
more frequency called compare to leaf pages so there
is less chance those page is evicted.
Figure 2a plots the IO pattern of write operation of
leaf pages from file-system level. Almost writes are
randomly. At first, the server startup call checkpoint
for recovery unfinished works in previous running,
some writes occur during this checkpoint. As the
requests from YCSB come, pages are fetched from
storage device and keep in buffer pool until it reach a

threshold. When the buffer pool reach the threshold,
LRU replacement policy is used to evict dirty pages
to storage device.

to adopt multi-streamed SSD technique, different
stream-id can be used for hot area and cold area that
reduce overhead of GC as well as wear-leveling in
flash memory.

Figure 2 (a) Plotting of leaf pages write in file-system
level; (b) frequency of write by logical sector number

Figure 3 (a) Plotting of collection pages write by blktrace;
There is a gap between the frequency of write of
pages as show in both Figure 2a and Figure 2b. The
hotter area is in the right hand size of the figure that
has 1.75 folds larger than the left hand size.
Figure 3a shows the IO plotted by blktrace in block
layer, the pattern is mixed between sequential and
randomly. It due to WiredTiger use both its buffer
manager and OS cache, write from file system are
cached in kernel space and scheduled write to disk
by OS. The same asymetric in frequency write offset
can be seen in Figure 3b that the hot area has 12.4
folds number of writes larger then the cold area.
That is promissing opportunity to apply multistreamed SSD in WiredTiger, one can use different
stream-id for hot area and cold area that lead to
reduce the overhead of GC as well as reduce wearleveling of flash memory.
4. Conclusion and Future Works
Our experiment shows that the majority pages written
in WiredTiger is from collection and inside the written
collection, almost pages are leaves. There is an
unbalance of frequency of page writes based on
logical sector number that can lead to an opportunity

(b) frequency of write by logical sector number
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